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4th lecture The Rise of the Novel الكويز:
52 عدد الأسئلة:

-كبرياء- تم إنشاءه بواسطة:

1) there are many type of the Novel and the main Novel is

- 10

- 11 

- 12

2) These types of novels are very well-established in...

- the literary traditions only .

- the literary traditions of Nonfiction.

- the literary traditions of fiction. 

3) Some critics may divide novels according to time ..

- classical , Elizabethen , modern , post-modern

- Elizabethen , Victorian , classical

- classical , Victorian , modern, post-modern 

4) - Another division would be according to novels' topics. Thus , their topics would be

- colonial, romantic, political, psychological, natural 

- Elizabethan , Victorian , classical

- colonial, romantic, political,Magication, natural

5) - The Regional novel:

- it is also called " novel of education

- It contains a lot of attention on a particular, geographical region. 

- It contains scientific setting which is related to advanced technology

6) Example of The Regional novel
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- Jonathan Swift's in the novel "Gulliver's Travels"

- Defoe's in the novel "Robinson Crusoe"

- Thomas Hardy's in the novel "The Return of the Native" . 

7) Example of Science Fiction novel

- Thomas Hardy's in the novel "The Return of the Native" .

- Jonathan Swift's in the novel "Gulliver's Travels" 

- Defoe's in the novel "Robinson Crusoe"

8) In 18 cent. Which one of these was a kind of challenge for people

- scince

- Revolution

- Travelling 

9) Gothic novels usually happen in place such as :(--)

- market

- graveyards 

- gardens

10) The Faction Novel is has another name , what is this name

- Non Fiction 

- Fiction

- Fiction & scince

11) The letter Novel another name is?

- fantastic novel

- epistolary novel 

- fact and fiction

12) Example of action novel

- Thomas Hardy's in the novel "The Return of the Native" .
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- Defoe's in the novel "Robinson Crusoe" 

- Jonathan Swift's in the novel "Gulliver's Travels"

13) the Science Fiction novel

- It contains a lot of attention on a particular, geographical region.

- it is also called " novel of education"

- It contains scientific setting which is related to advanced technology 

14) the Science Fiction novel , it also called

- novel as "Fantastic" fiction. 

- it is also called " novel of education"

- It is simply "fiction about fiction"

15) Some critics may divide novels according to

- time, topics

- time, topics , place

- time, topics ,gender 

16) Defoe's Robinson Crusoe is the ..

- the Science Fiction novel

- The action Novel 

- The Bildungsroman novel

17) Thomas Hardy's The Return of the Native

- The Regional novel 

- The action Novel

- the Science Fiction novel

18) Jonathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels

- the Science Fiction novel 

- The action Novel
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- The Regional novel

19) ,,,,,,, H.G. Wells is considered one the most important authors of science fiction. His most notable science fiction
works

- In the 20th century

- In the 19th century 

- In the 18th century

20) the ..... there is sometimes a loose plot structure.

- the Science Fiction novel

- The Regional novel

- The action Novel 

21) The Bildungsroman novel it is called is

- " novel of practice ".

- " novel of Fantastic".

- " novel of education". 

22) it refers to that novel which follows the development and cultivation of a young protagonist from his childhood
through adulthood till his maturity.

- the Science Fiction novel

- The action Novel

- The Bildungsroman novel 

23) formation of single main character ; a young man or young woman..

- The most important features of this kind of The action novel .

- The most important features of this kind of The Science Fiction novel .

- The most important features of this kind of The Bildungsroman novel . 

24) The most important features of this kind of The Bildungsroman novel .

- Determination

- Individualism
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- 1+2 

25) It is also known as a social problem novel

- the Science Fiction novel

- the the social novel 

- The action Novel

26) It is a reflection of the abuses of industry against the poor

- the Science Fiction novel

- the the social novel 

- The action Novel

27) Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship (1795) by Goethe. it was translated by ........

- Defo

- Carlyle 

- William

28) Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship (1795) by Goethe. it was translated by Carlyle.

- it is a novel of education. 

- it is a novel of political .

- it is a novel of social.

29) Dickens wrote

- Oliver Twist 

- Robinson Crose

- Lawrence Sterne

30) An example of this kind of the social novel is

- defoe "robinson crusoe"

- Lawrence Sterne "Tristram Shandy "

- Dickens' "Oliver Twist" 
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31) The English father of Metafiction

- Dickens' "Oliver Twist"

- Lawrence Sterne "Tristram Shandy " 

- Defo "Robinson Crose"

32) A Christmas Carol is ..

- is a good example of the struggles of working class with their social problems. 

- is a good example of the struggles of working class with their science Fiction problems.

- is a good example of the working class with their science problems.

33) In the Oliver Twist (1837). Dickens wrote ...

- about London life and poor. 

- about London life and Rich.

- about Parise life and poor.

34) The Metafiction novel it also called

- " novel of education".

- " novel fiction about fiction ". 

- " novel of Fantstic"

35) It deals with the nature and process of the composition of the novel.

- the Science Fiction novel

- The Bildungsroman novel

- The Metafiction novel 

36) directs his readers to turn back several pages to read a passage.who is that write

- Dickens' "Oliver Twist"

- Lawrence Sterne "Tristram Shandy " 

- Defo "Robinson Crose
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37) This word is formed of two word (Fact and fiction) .

- the Science Fiction novel

- The Faction Novel 

- The Metafiction novel

38) According to Encyclopedia Britannica a nonfiction novel is

- is a story of actual people and actual events told with the dramatic techniques of a novel 

- it refers to a novel that is between fact and fiction which deals with real events or people

- it is a reaction against the rapid industrialization and its effects on social, economic and political issues

39) It is a novel that sets its event and characters in such a well-defined historical context

- The Historical novel 

- The Metafiction novel

- the Science Fiction novel

40) It includes convincing detailed description of manners, buildings ,..etc.

- the Science Fiction novel

- The Historical novel 

- The Metafiction novel

41) .......was successful British novelist and "the greatest single influence on fiction in the 19th century ".

- Sir Walter Scott 

- Victor Hugo's Notre-Drame De Paris .

- Dicken's A Tale of Tow Citise

42) Sir Walter Scott established the historical novel through his

- Notre-Drame De Paris

- A Tale of Tow Citise

- Waverley novels. 

43) He wrote historical novels about ..... and about the lowlanders and highlanders of Scotland
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- Old Age

- Middle Age 

- modern Age

44) most famous novels are Waverley (1814), Antiquary(1816).

- Sir Walter Scott 

- Victor Hugo's

- Dicken's

45) The object of the picaresque novel is

- to take a central figure and follow his adventures all over the novel. 

- Determination, there is a positive attitude towards life.

- Individualism, there is a deep outlook towards the private life and thoughts of this character

46) the hero of ......, moves or travels from one place to another in order achieve his interests

- The letter novel

- The Gothic Novel

- The picaresque novel 

47) Example The picaresque novel

- Dicken's A Tale of Tow Citise

- Victor Hugo's Notre-Drame De Paris .

- Henry Fielding's Joseph Andrews 

48) The letter novel is called also

- " novel of education".

- " epistolary novel". 

- " novel fiction about fiction ".

49) Richardson's Pamela Example of ..

- The picaresque novel
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- The Gothic Novel

- The letter novel 

50) This kind of novel usually contains frightening castles, graveyards and such terrifying places

- The Gothic Novel 

- The letter novel

- The picaresque novel

51) Even the characters in this kind of novel are strange and frightening. what is the novel ?

- The letter novel

- The Gothic Novel 

- The picaresque novel

52) Novels about vampires are also considered

- The Gothic Novel 

- The letter novel

- The picaresque novel
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